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• Decentralized Cryptocurrency Nightmare 04/10/2018 

• How to Thrive in the Coming Cashless Society 03/31/2019 

• World Financial System Intentionally Engineered to Collapse in favor of One World Government within a Cashless Society 08/29/19 
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mailto:info@freedom.social
http://www.freedom.social/
http://www.redpillexpo.org/
https://freedom.social/pdf/Decentralized-Cryptocurrency-Nightmare_1.0.pdf
https://freedom.social/pdf/How_to_Thrive_in_the_coming_Cashless_Society.pdf
https://freedom.social/PDF/Report-World_Financial_System_Intentionally_Engineered_to_Collapse.pdf
https://freedom.social/pdf/Bitcoin_is_Controlled_by_the_Federal_Reserve.pdf
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Introduction 

To date, this is my sixth report on the future of currency. As of Sept. 07, 2022, nearly 100% of everything I wrote has come to pass or will occur before 2024.  

This report details what comes next in 2022 and beyond. We collectively must understand this so that "we" can implement solutions to live free. 

In February 2017 I was surfing the internet when I came across a website that detailed how the National Association of Realtors had created standards for the 

blockchain for RETS (Real Estate Transaction Standards), I found this fascinating because in the mid-90s my main focus was real estate contract and real 

estate data software and multiple listing platforms and a lead inventor and a participant in the implementation of RETS. I went to www.ISO.org and saw that 

the ISO was in the process of creating standards for the blockchain for the entire financial industry. This started a research journey where I uncovered that 

central banks, corporate banks, corporations, and governments were in the process of investing hundreds of millions of dollars into Digital Ledger Technology 

aka blockchain. Immediately I knew what they were doing: They were in the process of creating a new worldwide financial system based on blockchain.  

As time passed and they released more details we learned that Bitcoin is controlled by the federal reserve via Digital Currency Group’s (DCG) major 

investment into Blockstream, the core software development company for Bitcoin. At the time three of DCG board of directors were also on the board of 

governors at the federal reserve. I own software companies, and I know if you control software development, you control the direction of the software project.  

Then we learned of Central Bank Digital Currencies (CBDC). As the BIS describes them: “CBDC is “a digital form of central bank money that is different from 

balances in traditional reserve or settlement accounts”. Interest in this new form of currency is increasing and central banks are researching and 

experimenting with underlying technology”. 105 countries, representing over 95 percent of global GDP, are exploring a CBDC. 50 countries are in an 

advanced phase and 10 countries have fully launched a digital currency, with China’s CBDC set to expand in 2023. The Bank of International Settlements 

(BIS) released a report stating that 9 out of 10 central banks worldwide are exploring CBDCs. The BIS said, “the emergence of stablecoins and other 

cryptocurrencies have accelerated the work on CBDCs.” Here is a link to the Atlantic Counsel CBDC tracker. 

Today, because of CBDCs and upcoming potential legislation, decentralized blockchain projects and 

cryptocurrencies may be in danger, in fact, central banks have stated that CBDCs could kill cryptocurrencies. In 

my research, there was never a Satoshi. Bitcoin was created by the intel agencies to be the flagship for the 

central bank's future cashless society and provided a beginning platform that tricked freedom-minded 

software developers into creating blockchain and digital currency technologies that provide the foundation for 

the new central bank financial slave system. Most Bitcoin enthusiasts believed BTC could bypass central banks 

because “it does not have a central authority”. I tried to inform them I agreed BTC was decentralized but it was 

irrelevant, what ISO.org and central banks had done was create standards for the financial industry and were 

creating a new blockchain-based financial system, and all we need do is create our own standards for a 

payment system and develop decentralized marketplaces. But few listened. It is not too late for “us” to do so. 

If people want to remain free, freedom-minded people and software developers must IMMEDIATELY unite 

and agree on standards for an anarchy-based payment system and develop decentralized marketplaces.  

http://www.iso.org/
https://www.bis.org/publ/othp33.pdf
https://news.bitcoin.com/105-countries-are-exploring-central-bank-digital-currencies-cbdc-tracker-shows/
https://news.bitcoin.com/bis-9-out-of-10-central-banks-worldwide-are-exploring-digital-currencies-driven-by-crypto-market/
https://www.atlanticcouncil.org/cbdctracker/
file:///C:/Users/ConscienceExplorer/Documents/Documents/,,,FreedomCurrency/Bitcoin%20was/is%20the%20flagship%20for%20the%20central%20bank's%20future%20cashless%20society%20and%20provided%20a%20beginning%20platform%20that%20tricked%20freedom-minded%20software%20developers%20into%20creating%20blockchain%20and%20cryptocurrency%20technologies%20that%20provide%20the%20foundation%20for%20the%20new%20central%20bank%20financial%20slave%20system.%20Most%20Bitcoin%20enthusiasts%20believed%20BTC%20could%20bypass%20central%20banks%20because
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New Worldwide Financial System  
Goes Live in November 2022 

 
 
In November 2022 a new worldwide payment system goes live with 80% of all 

worldwide payments being submitted through ISO 20022.  

 

The new ISO 20022 standard will have an important impact on interoperability 

amongst the banking and financial industry and payment systems and the use 

of Central Bank Digital Currencies (CBDC).  

 

ISO 20022 is a single standardization approach (methodology, process, 

repository) to be used by all financial standards initiatives worldwide. 

 
ISO 20022 implements the idea of a globally uniform standard for all types of 

financial transactions between financial institutions, market infrastructures, and 

end customers as well as regulatory authorities that enable seamless 

communication and interoperability (STP). ISO 20022 impacts the following 

business areas: payments, securities, trade services, cards, and FX. 

 

In November 2022 the new central bank financial system goes live allowing all 

central banks to go live with their version of their CBDC.  

 

ISO 20022 is part of the UN Sustainable Development Goals https://www.iso.org/sdgs.html which is part of the implementation of UN Agenda 21/2030. Here is 

an overview of how ISO standards contribute directly to the ISO/UN Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). “With ISO standards, we can contribute to 

making the 2030 Agenda a reality, so no one is left behind”, Sergio Mujica, ISO Secretary-General. 

 

20022 

https://www.iso20022.org/
https://www.iso.org/sdgs.html
https://www.iso.org/publication/PUB100429.html
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ISO 20022 Timeline for Implementation 
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What Role does SWIFT Play? 

SWIFT appears to play a big role in converting the world financial system to CBDCs and allowing digital assets aka cryptocurrencies that are integrated with  

ISO 20022 to participate in financial transactions. SWIFT has created MyStandards to manage end-to-end messaging processes. 

SWIFT, in collaboration with Capgemini, has conducted experiments to test how to interlink domestic CBDCs and cross-border payments involving other 

CBDCs and digital currencies. SWIFT addresses the interlinking of different CBDCs. It also reuses existing bank messaging standards and authentication 

models, including ISO 20022. 

 

"Facilitating interoperability and interlinking between different CBDCs being developed around the world will 

be critical if we are to fully realize their potential," says Thomas Zschach, Chief Innovation Officer at SWIFT. 

"Today, the global CBDC ecosystem risks becoming fragmented with numerous central banks developing 

their own digital currencies based on different technologies, standards, and protocols." “If left unaddressed, 

this fragmentation could lead to ‘digital islands’ springing up across the globe,” adds Nick Kerigan, Head of 

Innovation at SWIFT. “Different systems and different CBDCs will need to be able to efficiently work 

together, or it will hamper the ability of businesses and consumers to make frictionless cross-border 

payments using CBDCs.” ISO 20022 are the standards that unify cross-border CBDC transactions. 

In 2021, SWIFT conducted the first set of CBDC experiments that demonstrated they could successfully 

orchestrate a cross-border transaction between one entity on a blockchain-based CBDC network and a 

second running on an established real-time gross settlement (RTGS) system. It is very obvious for “private” 

cryptocurrencies to integrate and conduct transactions on ISO 20022 there will be steep regulatory hurdles 

and perhaps even controlled by a central bank. A few “reported” so-called decentralized cryptocurrencies 

that have integrated with ISO 20022 are Steller XLM, Hashgraph HASH, Iota MIOTA, Xinfin XDC, Ripple XRP, Algorand ALGO, and Quant QNT.  

SWIFT also promotes facilitating business sustainability. SWIFT develops partnerships with organizations supporting education and financial inclusion in 

emerging countries where we develop business, reinforcing our links with local communities in line with SWIFT’s strategy and business priorities. 

https://www.swift.com/standards/mystandards-and-swift-translator
https://www.swift.com/news-events/news/exploring-central-bank-digital-currencies-swift-and-accenture-publish-joint-paper
https://www.swift.com/about-us/discover-swift/corporate-social-responsibility/facilitating-business-sustainability
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ISO 20022 Standards Provide Tracking of All Transactions 

 

Today, when we make purchases of items, transactions are tracked on supply databases.  

In the near future, when we purchase food or put gas in our car, transactions will be logged on a financial  

system blockchain.  
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Executive Order 14067 – Ensuring Responsible Development of Digital Assets 

 

Fake-President Biden issued the Executive Order (EO) 14067—Ensuring Responsible 

Development of Digital Assets on March 09, 2022. A digital dollar CBDC would be one of the 

most totalitarian expansions of federal power ever made, one that will create a total surveillance 

system making citizens and businesses slaves to their system and losing many freedoms, and 

the end of privacy.  

The EO directs several federal agencies to study the development of a new CBDC and to 

produce a report within 180 days of the EO discussing the potential risks and benefits of a digital 

dollar CBDC.  

The EO directs the Treasury Department, Office of the Attorney General, and Federal Reserve to 

work together to produce a "legislative proposal" to create a digital currency within 210 days.  

CBDCs are traceable and programmable. In a report published by the federal reserve in January 

2022, the Fed outlined a few examples of possible “design choices” for a digital dollar, including 

that “a central bank might limit the amount of CBDC an end user could hold.” 

Biden’s EO states that the CBDC and other policies governing digital assets must mitigate 

“climate change and pollution” and promote “financial inclusion and equity.” The term “financial inclusion” is mentioned five times, and “equity” and “climate 

change” are each mentioned four times.  

The EO directs agencies to provide recommendations for new regulations on decentralized digital assets. It would be safe to assume that laws could be 

created that any decentralized digital asset aka cryptocurrency that is not integrated with ISO 20022 could potentially be outlawed.  

After researching FedNow, why would the federal government need a CBDC? FedNow is integrated with ISO 20022 and is international payment capable 

however is currently marketed for domestic use to enable financial institutions of every size, and in every community across the US, to provide safe and 

efficient instant payment services in real-time, around-the-clock, everyday of the year.  

Is FedNow potentially the CBDC? Is this EO a distraction? Look here at this EO and MIT and the Boston Fed’s development of a “hypothetical” CBDC, don’t 

look at FedNow! This is just a thought, after researching this EO and Project Hamilton, and FedNow; Project Hamilton is not impressive, FedNow is ready for 

launch.  

https://www.presidency.ucsb.edu/documents/executive-order-14067-ensuring-responsible-development-digital-assets
https://www.presidency.ucsb.edu/documents/executive-order-14067-ensuring-responsible-development-digital-assets
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Federal Reserve announces ISO® 20022 specifications 

for the initial launch of the FedNowSM Service 

Is FedNow the new CBDC in disguise? They are not calling this new “instant 

payments” system a CBDC, it has been called a “CBDC substitute”. However, if it 

is digital and part of their cloud, which it is, it is programmable… and if it quacks 

like a duck….  

 
What is ISO 20022 and what role does it play in the FedNow Service? The 

FedNow Service is a new instant payment service that the Federal Reserve Banks 

are developing to enable financial institutions of every size, and in every 

community across the US, to provide safe and efficient instant payment services 

in real-time, around the clock, every day of the year.  

The Federal Reserve has released message specifications for the initial launch of its FedNow Service for instant 

payments based on the standard set by the International Organization for Standardization, or ISO. The FedNow ISO 

20022 specifications define the message flows and formats that the service will leverage when operational in 2023. 

 

The FedNow Service is scheduled to launch between May and July 2023, according to Lael Brainard, vice chair 

of the Federal Reserve, who made the announcement. Brainard added that technical testing of the system would 

start in September 2022, with ISO 20022 going live worldwide in November 2022. 

 
On January 25, 2021, the Federal Reserve announced that more than 110 organizations from the FedNow 

Community are participating in the FedNow Pilot Program. The FedNow Pilot Program participants include small and 

major financial institutions.  

MIT and the Boston fed are working in collaboration on Project Hamilton to create a “hypothetical” CBDC digital dollar 

and recently released two potential versions, however, this all could potentially be a diversion to FedNow.  

 

https://news.coincu.com/120945-fednow-cbdc-substitute-will-debut-summer/
https://www.frbservices.org/financial-services/fednow/blog/asked-and-answered-iso-20022.html
https://www.frbservices.org/financial-services/fednow/about.html
https://www.frbservices.org/financial-services/fednow/blog/announcing-iso-20022-specifications-initial-launch-fednow.html
https://www.frbservices.org/financial-services/fednow/about.html
https://www.federalreserve.gov/newsevents/speech/brainard20220829a.htm
https://www.frbservices.org/news/press-releases/012521-federal-reserve-announces-fednow-pilot-program-participants
https://www.frbservices.org/financial-services/fednow/community/news/012521-announcing-pilot-program-participants.html
https://cointelegraph.com/news/mit-boston-fed-give-digital-dollar-cbdc-a-modest-test-run
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DTCC BUILDING INDUSTRY'S FIRST PROTOTYPE TO SUPPORT 

‘DIGITAL U.S. CURRENCY’ IN THE CLEARING & SETTLEMENT 

PROCESS AS PART OF ‘DIGITAL DOLLAR PROJECT EFFORT’ 

“Project Lithium” prototype will test the ability of U.S. market infrastructure to support a Fed-issued central bank digital currency using a DLT platform 

 April 12, 2022 ‒ As the U.S. government advances its analysis into the risks and benefits of a Central Bank Digital Currency (CBDC), The Depository Trust & 

Clearing Corporation (DTCC), the premier post-trade market infrastructure for the global financial services industry, today announced the development of the 

first prototype to explore how a CBDC might operate in the U.S clearing and settlement infrastructure leveraging distributed ledger technology (DLT). The 

prototype, known as Project Lithium, will measure the benefits of a CBDC and inform the future design of the firm’s clearing and settlement offerings. It will 

also explore how a CBDC could enable atomic settlement, a conditional settlement that occurs if delivery and payment are both received at the same time. 

 

Image credit: www.ITMTrading.com and Lynette Zang 

https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/presidential-actions/2022/03/09/executive-order-on-ensuring-responsible-development-of-digital-assets/
http://www.dtcc.com/
http://www.itmtrading.com/
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Let’s Connect the Dots 

 

 

 

Who is DTCC?  

• The shareholders of the world’s central banks 

 

Who is the Digital Dollar Project?  

• Contractors for the shareholders of the world’s central banks to 

develop the Lithium Project, a DLT CBDC for the US digital 

currency 

 

Speculation:  

• Biden’s EO on a CBDC both sets the timeline and sets a 

course of action for regulatory agencies to create legislation 

for a digital currency 

• Project Hamilton is misdirection, look here, not at DTCC or DDP 

• Project Hamilton’s 2 pilots they released are NOT integrated 

with ISO 20022, and ISO 20022 is not even mentioned  

• MIT said “DLT was not a good match” 

 

Connect the Dots:  

• FedNow “is” integrated with ISO 20022 

• DTCC “Project Lithium” will support the 

clearing and settlement of the FedNow US 

“digital currency” DLT platform and the US 

market infrastructure, making the US digital 

currency a CBDC 

• FedNow “is” the new US digital currency and future CBDC 
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What Does ISO 20022 and a Digital Currency or CBDC Mean to You?  

 

Digital Currencies and CBDCs are programmable, which means they can program in any of the following: 

• Government and financial institutions will have the ability to shut off your digital currency 

• The ability to freeze accounts if you speak out against their agenda  

• ZERO privacy, all transactions tracked and recorded forever  

• Geographic spending limits  

• Restrictions and limits on what can be purchased 

• Restrictions and limits on savings 

• Expiration dates on the currency  

• Limit the amount of CBDC an end user could hold 

• Digital assets must mitigate “climate change and pollution” and promote “financial inclusion 

and equity.” 

• Negative interest rates 

• Real-time monetary policy effects of inflation 

• Automatic tax collection 

• Automatic collection of government fines, tickets, child support, student loans, etc. 

• A direct account with the federal reserve or central bank 

• Local banks may cease to exist  

• Carbon credits for travel will be tracked and controlled by the WEF and Rabobank  

• Elimination of paper fiat currency 

• You will make payments with your device, or a chip in your hand or ID2020, and the Covid-

Jabbed will be able to pay with their body…. 

• Financial institutions will have the ability to enforce Social Credit Scores…..  

• Universal Basic Income (UBI) will be distributed via CBDCs…..  

• Verify vaccination status 

 

ALL THE ABOVE IS BASED ON A ENVIRONMENTAL AND SOCIAL CREDIT SCORE 

If the above is all based on a social credit score: 

• Will “YOU” even get your CBDC wallet? 

https://sociable.co/business/individual-carbon-footprint-tracker-alibaba-wef-2022/
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/how-your-carbon-footprint-and-your-carbon-wallet-are-really-going-work-dystopian-world
https://www.bbc.com/news/business-61008730
https://id2020.org/
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ENVIRONMENTAL AND SOCIAL CREDIT SCORES 

China-style environmental and social credit scoring is coming to America and western countries for everyday citizens, however, not through government 

programs, this is being implemented via the private sector through financial institutions, insurance companies, and others, and developed by American tech 

companies. In my 2019 report World Financial System Intentionally Engineered to Collapse in favor of One World Government within a Cashless Society, I 

said: “There will be no paper currency, there will be zero privacy. The USA will have a social credit score similar to China, if you go along with their tyranny 

you will be rewarded, if you speak out you will be penalized and ostracized. Silicon Valley is building a Chinese-style social credit system for the USA which 

scores citizens' behavior to government and social media policy”.  

Since 2014 China has subjected its people to a social credit system that tracks, monitors, punishes, and rewards people according to government standards. 

The system ranks people by good or bad behavior, with performance-related rewards and punishment. "The creditworthy will be granted conveniences in 

education, employment, and opening start-ups, while severe wrongdoing will be made public," the CCP made in a public address. China banned millions of 

people with poor social credit from transportation in 2018. Actions such as forgetting to sort recycling, using a VPN, speaking out against the government, 

speaking against injustice, associating with violators, bad driving, or even jaywalking can get citizens penalized, including but not limited to:   

 

• Slow Internet speeds 

• Kids won’t be admitted to great schools or be allowed to attend university  

• Inability to take flights or buy train tickets or even ride the bus 

• Not allowed into certain restaurants or establishments  

• Healthcare is downgraded 

• Will not qualify for loans or mortgages and not allowed to own property 

• Banned from renting in certain buildings 

• Can be fired from a job and may not be able to find another job 

• Lose access to certain financial services 

• Lose total economic participation 

• Denial of use of the CBDC digital Yuan  

Citizens with good social credit can also get discounts on energy bills, rent items without deposits, and get better interest rates at banks. People with good 

scores can speed up travel applications and book hotels without having to pay a cash deposit and dating sites boost the profiles of good citizens. 

https://www.fastcompany.com/90394048/uh-oh-silicon-valley-is-building-a-chinese-style-social-credit-system
https://www.irishtimes.com/news/world/asia-pacific/china-builds-glorious-trustworthiness-with-new-social-credit-system-1.3133028
https://www.theverge.com/2019/3/1/18246297/china-transportation-people-banned-poor-social-credit-planes-trains-2018
https://www.theverge.com/2019/3/1/18246297/china-transportation-people-banned-poor-social-credit-planes-trains-2018
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ESG RATINGS FOR INDIVIDUALS - ENVIRONMENTAL AND SOCIAL CREDIT SCORES 

 

In an excellent article by the Epoch Times: Are Social Credit Scores Coming to America? makes many great points on a social credit score system being 

implemented in America, excerpts provided below.  

 
ESG Ratings for Individuals? Just the other day I posted research on Freedom.social: ESG Scoring is a scam to usher in one world government.  

The progressive ideology called “environmental, social, and governance” (ESG) includes various things from climate change to social justice. ESG criteria 

have been imposed on corporations for years by the finance industry, including activist asset managers, banks, rating agencies, proxy agents, and elite global 

clubs such as Climate Action 100+, the Global Investors Statement to Governments on Climate Change, the Net Zero Asset Managers Initiative, and the 

Glasgow Financial Alliance for Net Zero. Collectively, these organizations have succeeded in compelling corporate executives to fall in line behind a left-wing 

agenda. And now, ESG is being rolled out for US citizens and will utilize the new ISO 20022 and CBDC financial system for enforcement of ESG.  

Standard & Poors, one of the world’s top credit rating companies, announced that ESG scoring would be expanded beyond company ratings to include U.S. 

states as well. And in December, FICO, the consumer credit rating agency, predicted that personal ESG scores would soon follow, stating that "one 

example would be the inclusion of property energy rating data in mortgage valuation and decisioning." Canadian banks froze the personal accounts of 

protestors and their crowdfunding donors, instantly cutting them off from their own money, savings, and income. The Heritage Foundation reported that Chase 

Bank closed the accounts of former Trump national security adviser retired Lt. Gen. Michael Flynn in 2021 for “reputational reasons,” and Wells Fargo made a 

“business decision” to eject Republican Senate candidate Lauren Witzke. In 2019, PayPal revealed it was working with the Southern Policy Law Center 

(SPLC), a left-wing group, to determine who should be blocked from using its payment services. In November, JPMorgan subsidiary WePay canceled 

payment services to a conservative fundraising event. In response, Missouri state Treasurer Scott Fitzpatrick informed the bank that his state “would not do 

business with them so long as they continued to discriminate against customers based on their mainstream political positions.” Bank of America, without due 

process or a warrant, mined the data of hundreds of personal accounts to see who had traveled to Washington or purchased firearms around the time of the 

Jan. 6, 2021, Capitol breach. Soon afterward, the Biden administration attempted unsuccessfully to compel all banks to report to the IRS any transactions 

greater than $600. Under the Obama administration, the Federal Deposit Insurance Corp. (FDIC) carried out an illicit program called “Operation Chokepoint,” 

which arm-twisted banks to cut off lending to firearms retailers, telling banks that such loans would be considered “high risk” by regulators. During its first week 

in power, the Biden administration canceled a rule enacted by the Trump administration that prohibited banks from conducting chokepoint-style discrimination 

against customers on ideological grounds. This reversal now provides legal cover for ideological lending, such as banks reducing credit to fossil fuel 

companies and Citibank’s policy that it won’t do business with gun-makers or small-business retailers who sell to people under the age of 21 or who sell “high 

capacity magazines,” which are described as those that are capable of holding more than 10 rounds. 

Additional information on ESG is found in this excellent article Are Financial Institutions Using ESG Social Credit Scores to Coerce Individuals?   

https://www.theepochtimes.com/are-social-credit-scores-coming-to-america_4527625.html
https://www.theepochtimes.com/t-esg
https://freedom.social/nf-clarkzkent/post/1028533
https://www.theamericanconservative.com/articles/states-fight-back-against-esg-report-card/
https://www.fico.com/blogs/lending-predictions-2022-bnpl-esg-and-more
https://www.heritage.org/progressivism/commentary/left-doesnt-just-want-censor-you-social-media-it-also-wants-close-your
https://www.wsj.com/articles/paypal-ceo-grapples-with-fringe-groups-11551016800
https://www.newsweek.com/jp-morgan-bank-backtracks-cut-ties-conservative-group-donald-trump-jr-event-backlash-1651090
https://www.newsweek.com/jp-morgan-bank-backtracks-cut-ties-conservative-group-donald-trump-jr-event-backlash-1651090
https://nypost.com/2021/02/05/calls-for-bank-of-america-boycott-grow-after-data-given-to-fbi/
https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/biden-admin-backs-tracking-bank-accounts-600-annual/story?id=80665505
https://www.forbes.com/sites/norbertmichel/2018/11/05/newly-unsealed-documents-show-top-fdic-officials-running-operation-choke-point/?sh=751ac8111191
https://reason.com/2021/02/11/biden-administration-suspends-rule-protecting-businesses-from-banking-discrimination/
https://www.americanbanker.com/news/big-banks-are-scaling-back-fossil-fuel-lending-but-for-how-long
https://blog.citigroup.com/2018/03/announcing-our-us-commercial-firearms-policy/
https://www.heartland.org/publications-resources/publications/financial-institutions-are-expanding-esg-social-credit-scores-to-target-individuals-small-businesses
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Mastercard and VISA are integrated with ISO 20022 

CBDCs and Cryptocurrency Stable Coins Will Be Linked to Mastercard and VISA  

 

Mastercard Launches Central Bank Digital 

Currencies (CBDCs) Testing Platform, 

Enabling Central Banks to Assess and 

Explore National Digital Currencies 

Link 

 

 

Visa Offers Test Platform for  

Central Bank Digital Currencies 

Platform is designed to test  

CBDCs and Visa products 

Link 

 

 
Visa CEO Reveals Bitcoin and 

Cryptocurrency Plans 
 

 

 
Mastercard Will Let Merchants Accept 

Payments in Crypto This Year 
 

 
“We think that stablecoins and CBDCs will coexist in the future and  

there’ll be a number of different approaches to creating products based on that” 

 

https://www.mastercard.com/news/press/press-releases/2020/september/mastercard-launches-central-bank-digital-currencies-cbdcs-testing-platform/
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2022-01-13/visa-to-test-central-bank-digital-currencies-with-cards-wallets
https://www.financemagnates.com/cryptocurrency/news/visa-ceo-reveals-bitcoin-and-cryptocurrency-plans/
https://www.financemagnates.com/cryptocurrency/news/visa-ceo-reveals-bitcoin-and-cryptocurrency-plans/
https://www.coindesk.com/markets/2021/02/10/mastercard-will-let-merchants-accept-payments-in-crypto-this-year/
https://www.coindesk.com/markets/2021/02/10/mastercard-will-let-merchants-accept-payments-in-crypto-this-year/
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Universal Basic Income Will be Linked to a Digital Currency or CBDC 

 

Preplanned staged world events such as a fake pandemic and a theatrical war that has been 
produced by world globalist powers to impose sanctions on the west to intentionally destroy the 
economies and supply chains of western nations. Then add in engineered weather and 
draughts that have maimed crop production. Then add in the highly suspicious destruction of 
over 100 major food facilities in the US since Jan 2022 including the culling of millions of cattle, 
chickens, turkeys, and eggs have all combined to provide a great opportunity for globalists to 
digitally print fiat currency into infinity that has directly created inflationary and stagflationary 
crisis events that have opened the door to Universal Basic Income (UBI).  

While UBI has not officially been announced yet, I will make a prediction: After the US 

CBDC is launched, and by 2025, UBI will take the place of social security, Medicare, and 

all government programs and will be paid out via CBDC, all based on a social credit 

score.  

Universal Basic Income? IMF Calls For Governments To Subsidize Food And Energy. Below is an excerpt from this article:  

When the government becomes our nursemaid, how many people will be willing to bite the hand that feeds them? 

UBI gives political elites incredible power in exchange for nothing more than currency, paper or digital, created from thin air. This is why it is concerning that so 

many global organizations have become aggressively vocal about government subsidies of necessities in the past couple of years. 

International Monetary Fund head Kristalina Georgieva recently made statements calling for governments to be more active in subsidizing food and energy 

costs to their citizens in the wake of the inflationary crisis. Such subsidies would of course be the beginning stage of an inevitable push for UBI. 

With multiple institutions from the WEF, World Bank, the UN, the IMF, and the BIS all predicting worldwide food shortages this year, it's clear that inflation is 

going to get far worse. Georgieva's recommendations for subsidies on food and energy should act as a warning signal; the IMF would not be suggesting UBI-

like measures unless they thought the economic crisis would be dangerous enough to compel the public to demand government monetary intervention on 

such a comprehensive scale. It might not seem like it, but a large number of people are fully aware that stimulus measures and government spending only 

lead to higher prices. They would have to be extremely desperate to ask for more of the same while hoping for different results. 

Anyone still not prepared for a bottleneck in the supply chain and even higher costs need to take the threat seriously. The globalists are telling you 

what is about to happen, and if you hope to remain free, UBI is not an option. 

https://freedom.social/cs/clarkzkent/post/1023091
https://freedom.social/cs/clarkzkent/post/1012388
http://www.geoengineeringwatch.org/
http://www.geoengineeringwatch.org/
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/another-food-plant-erupts-flames
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/another-food-plant-erupts-flames
https://www.technocracy.news/?s=universal+basic+income
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/universal-basic-income-imf-calls-governments-subsidize-food-and-energy
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BRICS CBDC World Reserve Currency and the End of the US Dollar as the World Reserve Currency 

 

On June 22, 2022, President Putin of Russia announced the new BRICS world reserve currency. 

President Vladimir Putin said the BRICS countries of Brazil, Russia, India, China, and South Africa are 

currently preparing to release a new worldwide reserve currency. “The issue of creating an international 

reserve currency based on a basket of currencies of our countries is being worked out,” he said at the 

BRICS business forum.  

A slam dunk bet can be made that the BRICS world reserve currency will be integrated with ISO 20022, 

which is the new payments single standardization approach (methodology, process, repository) to be 

used by all financial standards initiatives worldwide, that all central banks, corporate banks, and all 

financial institutions have signed on to that is the basis for the new blockchain CBDC financial system.  

Perception is everything. Most of the articles I have read in research all indicate that countries and the country's leaders make decisions to create a new world 

reserve currency. I disagree. The hidden hand behind the central banks makes these decisions, central banks run the world, and leaders of nations are 

puppets of the hidden hand. For example, most articles I have read researching this topic all have a similar line that says, “Analysts believe the BRICS reserve 

currency is meant to rival the U.S. dollar and the International Monetary Fund’s (IMF) Special Drawing Rights (SDRs) currency". This statement is pure 

misdirection to create the perception that the BRICS reserve currency will be separate from the IMF and central banks. When the factual truth is the central 

banks have planned the downfall of the dollar and the western-dominated financial system for many years in favor of this new financial system based on ISO 

20022 and CBDCs and DLT/blockchain. In 1989 the Berlin wall fell, and in 1991 the USSR was dissolved, the IMF played a central role in helping Russia 

manage a transition from centrally planned to market-driven economies with policy advice, technical assistance, and financial support; and still does today.  

The dollar has reigned supreme as the world's global reserve for decades, but that story has been changing, according to economists at the International 

Monetary Fund. In fact, the dollar's share of global foreign exchange reserves dipped below 59% in the final quarter of last year, continuing a downtrend that 

has been going on for two decades, the IMF blog post reported. 

It has been reported that since January 2021 that 80% of all US dollars in existence have been printed in just the last two years. Excerpts are provided below.  

When you print more currency it means more dollars are chasing the same amount of goods and services, which causes prices to rise. In just the past three 

fiscal years, federal spending has swollen to nearly $7 trillion a year, up from about $4.4 trillion in the fiscal year 2019. Spending was $6.6 trillion in 2020 and 

$6.8 trillion in 2021. 

 

https://fintechs.fi/2022/07/25/brics-nations-plan-to-create-a-new-international-reserve-currency/
http://www.cbr.ru/content/document/file/124363/strategy_nps_2021-2023e.pdf
https://fintechs.fi/2022/07/25/brics-nations-plan-to-create-a-new-international-reserve-currency/
https://blogs.imf.org/2022/06/01/dollar-dominance-and-the-rise-of-nontraditional-reserve-currencies/
https://blogs.imf.org/2022/06/01/dollar-dominance-and-the-rise-of-nontraditional-reserve-currencies/
https://markets.businessinsider.com/news/currencies/dollar-dominance-shrinking-alternative-currencies-krona-won-more-attractive-imf-2022-6
https://thefreethoughtproject.com/80-of-all-us-dollars-in-existence-have-been-printed-in-just-the-last-two-years/
https://www.usgovernmentspending.com/spending_chart_2010_2021USb_23s2li111mcny_F0
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If we want to put this into perspective, we can take a look at the monetary supply at the beginning of 2020, which showed just $4.0192 trillion in circulation. By 

January 2021, that number had jumped up to $6.7 trillion, but this was only the beginning. 

 

By November of last year, that number climbed to $20.354 trillion in circulation, meaning that since January 2020, the United States has digitally printed 

nearly 80% of all US dollars in existence.  

 

It is reported that 100+ nations have an agreement now being deployed called 'Project Sandman’ to drop and end the dominance of the US dollar and 
petrodollar. 
 

This is according to the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System and not a conspiracy theory, see the chart below. 

 

 

HOWEVER, can we trust the fed's data? Is the federal reserve data accurate? 

https://fred.stlouisfed.org/series/M1SL
https://prepareforchange.net/2022/03/25/100-nations-have-global-agreement-now-being-deployed-called-project-sandman-to-drop-and-end-dominance-of-u-s-dollar-and-petrodollar/
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Is the Federal Reserve Data Accurate?  

The “advertised” US debt as of this writing is $30,610,996,999.... and moving up 

fast. But is $30 trillion realistic considering unfunded liabilities such as social 

security, Medicare, pensions, derivatives, etc., etc…. 

“No money shall be drawn from the treasury, but in consequence of 
appropriations made by law; and a regular statement and account of receipts and 
expenditures of all public money shall be published from time to time." ~ Article I, 
Section 9, Clause 7, U.S. Constitution. $21 Trillion is missing from the US 
government. That is $65,000 per person - as much as the national debt, as 
stated on Solari.com, with excerpts provided below.  

In addition, according to Solari.com and Catherine Austin Fitts and Mark Skidmore, on January 22, 2020, Bloomberg posted an article written by Anthony 
Capaccio, “Pentagon Racks up $35 trillion in accounting changes in one year” (In the article, the author reports that the Department of Defense recorded 
enormous “accounting adjustments” for fiscal years 2017 $29 Trillion, 2018 $30.7 Trillion, and 2019 $35 Trillion: Total $94.7 Trillion on top of the $21 Trillion. 

As described by Solari.com and in previous Solari reports and updates (Skidmore and Fitts, 2017), accounting adjustments are typically a small fraction of 
authorized spending, not many multiples of spending. Before this Bloomberg article, Skidmore and Fitts (2017) compiled government reports indicating that 
the government had accumulated $21 trillion in unsupported journal voucher adjustments over the 1998-2015 period. The $21 trillion figure was so large at the 
time, bigger than the United States economy, that it resonated with the public. As a result, the "missing money" issue received considerable attention from 
both the alternative and legacy media. The $94.7 trillion figure dwarfs the $21 trillion, and yet to our knowledge no other news outlets picked up the story, and 
in fact, we did not learn about the Bloomberg piece until January of 2021, thanks to Rob Kirby who brought the article to our attention. How is it that $21 trillion 
could make waves in the media and yet $94.7 trillion in account adjustments went largely unnoticed? 

My simplified interpretation of Catherine Austin Fitts explanation of SEC Rule 10b-5 is that the federal reserve, for national security reasons, SEC Rule 10b-5 

has various national security reporting exemptions, including Federal Entity National Security Exemptions, that allow the federal reserve to have two sets 

of books, my words.  

The Federal Government and its associated reporting entities have quite a few situations where they can, and often are required to, omit or alter their financial 

statements. A notable example of this is the Federal Accounting Standards Advisory Board’s (FASAB’s) recent Statement of Federal Financial Accounting 

Standards 56 (SFFAS 56). SFFAS 56 allows federal agencies, and an enormous number of entities associated with the government, to alter and outright omit 

spending information where it is necessary to protect classified information. For a more complete understanding of SFFAS 56, see our previous article on the 

topic (FASAB Statement 56: Understanding New Government Financial Accounting Loopholes, available at https://constitution.solari.com/fasab-statement-56-

understanding-new-government-financial-accounting-loopholes/). 

https://www.usdebtclock.org/
https://missingmoney.solari.com/
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-01-22/pentagon-racks-up-35-trillion-in-accounting-changes-in-one-year).
https://missingmoney.solari.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/08/Unsupported_Adjustments_Report_Final_4.pdf
https://missingmoney.solari.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/08/Unsupported_Adjustments_Report_Final_4.pdf
https://tube.solari.com/videos/mark-skidmore-90-trillion-in-treasury-debt-its-not-just-bad-accounting/
https://hudmissingmoney.solari.com/national-security-exemptions-and-sec-rule-10b-5/
https://constitution.solari.com/fasab-statement-56-understanding-new-government-financial-accounting-loopholes/
https://constitution.solari.com/fasab-statement-56-understanding-new-government-financial-accounting-loopholes/
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Central Bank Modern Economic Theory, QE into Infinity, Inflation by Design, 

and the Intentional Destruction of Existing Economies and the Worldwide Financial System 

In 2019, in my report World Financial System Intentionally Engineered to Collapse in favor of One World Government within a Cashless Society, I went into 

detail on Modern Economic Theory whereby central bank's theory is they can digitally print currency into infinity, and the more debt they issue they believe the 

more powerful they become. I detailed Quantitative Easing (QE) numbers from Federal Reserve QE 2008 to 2014, the report detailed how corporate Stock 

buybacks hit a record $1 trillion in 2019, and The Fed caused 93% of the entire stock market's move since 2008: Analysis. I detailed how the S&P 500 

doubled in value from November 2008 to October 2014, coinciding with the Federal Reserve Bank’s “quantitative easing” asset purchasing program. After 

three rounds of QE, where the Fed poured billions of dollars into the bond market monthly, the Fed’s balance sheet went from $2.1 trillion to $4.5 trillion, then 

again, considering SEC Rule 10b-5 are these numbers even accurate?  

In 2019:  

• 2 10 yield curve inverted for the first time in 12 years with the 30-
year yield at an all-time low  

• Global Debt of $244 Trillion Nears Record Despite Faster Growth 
o World debt exceeded 318% of GDP in the third quarter 
o Non-financial corporate debt nears a record high of 92% of GDP 
o Total government debt exceeded $65 trillion in 2018, up from $37 

trillion a decade ago, and rose faster in mature markets 
o Non-financial corporate debt rose to over $72 trillion last year, now 

near an all-time high of 92 percent of GDP 
o Household debt grew by over 30 percent to $46 trillion helped by 

strong growth in emerging markets, notably China; though the 
Czech Republic, India, Mexico, Korea, Malaysia, and Chile all 
recorded more than 20% increases since 2016 

o Financial sector indebtedness rose to about $60 trillion, up 10 
percent from a decade earlier 
 

• 2020: Fed announces unlimited bond purchases 

• 2022: Death of The System: UNLIMITED BOND BUYING 

• 2022: A New Debt Hypercycle 

• 2022: ‘Inflation Tax’ Will Cost the Average Family $5200 this Year 

• 2022: Prepare Now for “Shock and Awe” Inflation 

• As of August 19, 2019, 19 European countries had negative interest 
rates and still have negative interest rates in 2022 

• Total public debt according to the globalist's website as of 2019 is above 
$62 Trillion US corporate debt was $15.5 trillion, 74% of US GDP 

• Retail Apocalypse: 12,000 Stores Are Forecasted to Close This Year 

• US mortgage debt eclipses 2008 https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-
mortgage-debt-hits-record-eclipsing-2008-peak-11565708431 

• Empire State manufacturing index posts largest-ever drop into negative 
territory in June 

• Jobs numbers are deceptive, if the US unemployment rate included 
everyone who says they want a job, it would be nearly double 

 
 
 

• 2021: The Fed Goes All In With Unlimited Bond-Buying Plan  

• 2022: U.S. inflation reached a new 40-year high in June of 9.1 

percent (9.1% is laughable, inflation was never “transitory” 

• 2022: CENTRAL BANKS WARN INFLATION TO SKYROCKET 

• 2022: Engineered Inflation in the Eurozone and Worldwide: Are We in 

the Midst of WW-III: Execution of the Great Reset? Yes 

https://freedom.social/PDF/Report-World_Financial_System_Intentionally_Engineered_to_Collapse.pdf
https://www.investopedia.com/modern-monetary-theory-mmt-4588060
https://www.thebalance.com/what-is-quantitative-easing-definition-and-explanation-3305881
https://markets.businessinsider.com/news/stocks/stock-buybacks-outlook-estimated-record-amid-warren-sanders-political-criticism-2019-7-1028325693
https://markets.businessinsider.com/news/stocks/stock-buybacks-outlook-estimated-record-amid-warren-sanders-political-criticism-2019-7-1028325693
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/the-fed-caused-93--of-the-entire-stock-market-s-move-since-2008--analysis-194426366.html
https://hudmissingmoney.solari.com/national-security-exemptions-and-sec-rule-10b-5/
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2019-08-13/recession-alert-ust-2s10s-yield-curve-inverts-first-time-12-years
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-01-15/global-debt-of-244-trillion-nears-record-despite-faster-growth
https://www.washingtonpost.com/business/2020/03/23/fed-unlimited-credit-coronavirus/
https://gregorymannarino.substack.com/p/death-of-the-system-unlimited-bond?utm_source=substack&utm_campaign=post_embed&utm_medium=email
https://gregorymannarino.substack.com/p/a-new-debt-hypercycle
https://sarahwestall.com/inflation-tax-will-cost-the-average-family-5200-this-year/
https://www.activistpost.com/2021/12/prepare-now-for-shock-and-awe-inflation-or-suffer-the-consequences.html
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2017-08-30/19-european-countries-now-have-negative-interest-rates
https://www.economist.com/content/global_debt_clock
https://www.economist.com/content/global_debt_clock
https://www.forbes.com/sites/mayrarodriguezvalladares/2019/07/25/u-s-corporate-debt-continues-to-rise-as-do-problem-leveraged-loans/#2241d17c3596
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2019-07-13/retail-apocalypse-12000-stores-are-forecasted-close-year
https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-mortgage-debt-hits-record-eclipsing-2008-peak-11565708431
https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-mortgage-debt-hits-record-eclipsing-2008-peak-11565708431
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/empire-state-manufacturing-index-posts-largest-ever-drop-into-negative-territory-in-june-2019-06-17
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/empire-state-manufacturing-index-posts-largest-ever-drop-into-negative-territory-in-june-2019-06-17
https://qz.com/877432/the-us-unemployment-rate-measure-is-deceptive-and-doesnt-need-to-be/
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/03/23/business/economy/coronavirus-fed-bond-buying.html
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/07/13/us-inflation-new-40-year-high-june-00045541
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/07/13/us-inflation-new-40-year-high-june-00045541
https://www.wsj.com/articles/fed-officials-see-transitory-inflation-lasting-quite-a-while-11632389401
https://freedom.social/cs/clarkzkent/post/1023906
https://www.globalresearch.ca/inflation-eurozone-remain-undesirably-high-some-time-midst-wwiii-execution-great-reset/5787716
https://www.globalresearch.ca/inflation-eurozone-remain-undesirably-high-some-time-midst-wwiii-execution-great-reset/5787716
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Blackrock and Vanguard: The Central Banks Holding Companies 

All Assets of the World are Being Bought Up as Part of UN Agenda 21 and the WEF Great Reset 

 

Who owns the world?: Blackrock and Vanguard. BlackRock now manages over $10 
Trillion in Assets. With $20 trillion between them, Blackrock and Vanguard could own 
almost everything by 2028. “In Fink We Trust: BlackRock Is Now ‘Fourth Branch of 
Government’ when the Fed looked for bond-buying help in a crisis, it turned to 
BlackRock. BlackRock lends central banks currency.  
 
BlackRock and Vanguard own Big Pharma and the fake-news mainstream media.  
 
BlackRock is buying up US homes like there is no tomorrow. BlackRock is buying up 

all corporate stocks of the world, and they are buying up utilities and natural 

resources, and all assets of the world.  

 

UN Agenda 21 and UN Agenda 2030 call for the end of private property ownership. 

The World Economic Forum (WEF) states by 2030 “you will own nothing and you will 

be happy about it”, and the WEF also says private property and privacy will vanish 

by 2030 and made 8 predictions for the world in 2030.  

 

BlackRock partnered with Coinbase on August 4, 2022, the partnership will give 

institutional clients access to Bitcoin. For now, the partnership is limited 

to Bitcoin however more cryptocurrencies will be added. 

Alphabet (Google) invested $1.56 billion in blockchain companies between 

September 2021 and June 2022 with four rounds, taking the lead among publicly 

listed firms investing in the sector, research published by Blockdata on August 11 

indicates. During the period, Blackrock had three rounds, invested $1.17 billion, 

followed by banking giant Morgan Stanley at $1.1 billion with two rounds. 

Elsewhere, electronic giant Samsung leads in the number of funding rounds at 13 

with $979 million, while Goldman Sachs occupies the fifth spot at $698 million.  

 

https://greenmedinfo.com/blog/who-owns-world-blackrock-and-vanguard
https://www.wsj.com/articles/blackrock-now-manages-over-10-trillion-in-assets-11642162013
https://www.wsj.com/articles/blackrock-now-manages-over-10-trillion-in-assets-11642162013
https://financialpost.com/investing/a-20-trillion-blackrock-vanguard-duopoly-is-investings-future
https://financialpost.com/investing/a-20-trillion-blackrock-vanguard-duopoly-is-investings-future
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-05-21/how-larry-fink-s-blackrock-is-helping-the-fed-with-bond-buying
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-05-21/how-larry-fink-s-blackrock-is-helping-the-fed-with-bond-buying
https://noqreport.com/2021/06/15/blackrock-and-vanguard-the-same-shady-people-own-big-pharma-and-the-media/
https://strangesounds.org/2021/07/blackrock-is-buying-up-us-homes-like-no-tomorrow-real-estate-market-housing.html
https://investortimes.com/freedomoutpost/agenda-21-simplified-eradication-private-property-rights/
https://www.forbes.com/sites/worldeconomicforum/2016/11/10/shopping-i-cant-really-remember-what-that-is-or-how-differently-well-live-in-2030/?sh=acd09fb17350
https://www.forbes.com/sites/worldeconomicforum/2016/11/10/shopping-i-cant-really-remember-what-that-is-or-how-differently-well-live-in-2030/?sh=acd09fb17350
https://www.technocracy.news/wef-private-property-and-privacy-will-vanish-by-2030/
https://www.technocracy.news/wef-private-property-and-privacy-will-vanish-by-2030/
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2016/11/8-predictions-for-the-world-in-2030
https://www.investopedia.com/blackrock-partners-with-coinbase-6363233
https://www.investopedia.com/terms/b/bitcoin.asp
https://finbold.com/alphabet-is-the-worlds-top-blockchain-friendly-investor-pumping-1-5-billion-into-the-sector/
https://www.blockdata.tech/blog/general/top-100-public-companies-investing-in-blockchain-and-crypto-companies
https://finbold.com/alphabet-is-the-worlds-top-blockchain-friendly-investor-pumping-1-5-billion-into-the-sector/
https://freedom.social/ftv/clarkzkent/video/1028782
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Blockchain Companies Invested In 
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Blockchain Companies Invested In 
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Ukraine Implements Total Surveillance Digital ID System 

Government Services, Citizen Personal Info, and Banking and Passports Go Digital 

For over a year the researchers on www.Freedom.social have been posting videos of 

movie sets on the streets of Kyiv, complete with directors and people running from 

buildings. Are there people dying and destruction of Ukraine, yes; the globalist central 

bankers who control this world will do whatever it takes, including nuclear war, to 

implement their new world order slave system and remain in power. However, in our 

research, Ukraine is a central banker Hegelian Dialectic and part of an overall worldwide 

Color Revolution to implement UN Agenda 21/2030 and the WEF Great Reset that 

includes their new worldwide blockchain digital currency/CBDC financial system.  

The bottom-line is, Talmudic Khazarian central bankers control the world. They control 

most every government in the world via their central banks, and they control 100% of the 

worldwide fake-news mind-control mainstream media. 

Ukraine is an engineered theatrical war being sold to the masses with propaganda and an all-out worldwide media blitz to make Ukraine appear to be the 

victims and Russia and Putin the villains. With that said, the central banks control Russia and Putin and Russia and Putin are in on this new world order 

takeover as the BRICS nations will be the beneficiaries to take over world dominance as decided by the Talmudic Khazarian central bankers. The assessment 

I have been setting forth within the research platform Freedom.social is: Ukraine is about:  

A. Have the west self-impose sanctions on itself to destroy all western economies and the supply chains and destroy the food supply of western nations. 

B. Destroy the existing worldwide financial system so they can implement the worldwide blockchain CBDC financial system and make the BRICS CBDC 

the new world reserve currency.  

Since the so-called war began, Ukraine has implemented a total digital infrastructure that equates to a total surveillance system, including national digital 

currency via legislation, government services, digital IDs, citizens' personal information, and banking and passports have gone digital.  

The “Diia” app was designed by the Ministry of Digital Transformation. The program is similar to a project funded by the Rockefeller Foundation-backed 

ID2020 Alliance. The Diia app includes personal ID, driver’s license, passport, banking information, and biometric data is accessible within the app, 

 

If Ukraine was a real war zone, there is no way they could implement a digital currency and digital payments digital financial system, and digital IDs with no 

power or internet. How have they achieved this? Starlink. The US is paying millions to send many thousands of Starlink units to Ukraine. Starlink is marketed 

as a satellite internet service, in truth, Starlink is intended to be utilized as part of the new worldwide blockchain digital currency/CBDC financial and 

surveillance system, and Starlink will be utilized to collect data from the Covid fake-vaccine Transhuman victims as proven within Part 2 of this report.  

http://www.freedom.social/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/NpT515uTsF8m/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/5IQcVnwwcmGn/
https://www.naturalnews.com/2022-09-05-industry-and-infrastructure-collapsing-across-europe-and-usa.html
https://www.dailyveracity.com/2022/03/22/ukraine-government-implements-e-governance-social-credit-tracking-system-all-personal-documents-banking-passport-go-digital/
https://www.dailyveracity.com/2022/03/22/ukraine-government-implements-e-governance-social-credit-tracking-system-all-personal-documents-banking-passport-go-digital/
https://www.coindesk.com/business/2021/01/04/ukraine-government-picks-stellar-development-foundation-to-help-build-national-digital-currency/
https://www.coindesk.com/business/2021/01/04/ukraine-government-picks-stellar-development-foundation-to-help-build-national-digital-currency/
https://www.pymnts.com/cryptocurrency/2021/new-ukraine-legislation-lists-cbdc-as-cash-equivalent/
https://ukraine.ua/invest-trade/digitalization/
https://www.biometricupdate.com/202104/ukraine-legislation-gives-digital-ids-and-physical-passports-equal-status
https://www.kyivpost.com/business/digital-banks.html
https://www.biometricupdate.com/202104/ukraine-legislation-gives-digital-ids-and-physical-passports-equal-status
https://www.dailyveracity.com/2021/12/17/the-shadowy-cia-data-firms-behind-the-creation-of-digital-vaccine-passport-ids/
https://www.pcmag.com/news/ukraine-now-using-over-10000-starlink-units-to-keep-country-online
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2022/04/08/us-quietly-paying-millions-send-starlink-terminals-ukraine-contrary-spacexs-claims/
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The New Worldwide Financial System - Summary and Conclusion – Part 1 

 

The new ISO 20022 Worldwide Financial System goes live in November 2022, which allows central banks worldwide to go live with digital currency/CBDCs 

that are programmable. Programmable currency means the end of freedom and the end of privacy, it means total tracking and surveillance. Programmable 

currency means and UBI and carbon credit allowances to be implemented on individuals all based ESGs or social credit scores as set forth on pages 12-14.  

Is FedNow the new US digital currency/CBDC in disguise just being called domestic “instant payments 24/7”? The SWIFT System is capable of 24/7 instant 

payments now, why a new payment system in FedNow that is integrated with ISO 20022? Why is FedNow only being promoted for domestic use when it is 

integrated with an international standard? Why has MIT and the Boston federal reserve only come up with two models and neither functional nor are they 

integrated with ISO 20022. Why are the shareholders of the world’s central banks in DTCC and the DDP near completion of Project Lithium that will “support 

the digital US currency in the clearing and settlement process”?.  

• It is my assessment is that FedNow is the new US digital currency and DTCC “Project Lithium is the backend settlement and clearing 

technology” >“that will make FedNow a CBDC > when the timetable for EO 14067 plays out”.  

• I surmise that MIT and the Boston Fed’s Project Hamilton’s “hypothetical” CBDC is a diversion, look here and do not look at FedNow and DTCC and 

DDP’s Project Lithium.  

• If the feds told the American people that they were going live with the new CBDC in May 2023 there would be great resistance, however if they 

promote a new domestic instant 24/7 payments system, the American people will go for it without a fight.  

• Domestically, FedNow is essentially Zelle or PayPal, we already have this technology.  

The federal reserve and its Khazarian masters have utilized Modern Economic Theory to intentionally take down the US and ruin the dollar and intentionally 

create inflation and have intentionally engineered the destruction of western nations in favor of the BRICS nations taking over world leadership and 

dominance. Notice how energy and food shortages and supply chain issues are not hitting non-western countries nearly as badly as the western countries. 

It is my assessment that the BRICS new world reserve currency will be the new world reserve currency of the world.  

It is estimated that in 2028 Blackrock and Vanguard will own almost all assets of the world: This is being done as part of UN Agenda 21 which means the end 

of private property ownership and the end of nations, and this is being done as part of the WEF Great Reset where they say we will own nothing and be 

happy. But the Great Reset is not only about the financial reset of the world financial system, it is far worse than this.  

The real Great Reset is that of humanity, or as Klaus Schwab and the WEF calls it, the 4th Industrial Revolution aka Transhumanism. Klaus Schwab, “The 

difference of this 4th industrial revolution is it doesn’t change what you are doing, it changes YOU, if you take genetic editing”. 

In Part 2 of this report The New Worldwide Financial System: Transhuman Bluetooth Payments we will factually prove that the fake-vaccine injected are 

emitting a Bluetooth signal that can be utilized to make payments within the new blockchain CBDC payment system > and so much more.  

https://freedom.social/ftv/clarkzkent/video/1029712
https://freedom.social/ftv/clarkzkent/video/1029712
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Part 2 Preview 

New Worldwide  

Financial System  

Transhuman Bluetooth Payments 
 

 

• Covid injection, Nanotechnology/Hydrogel Graphene Oxide 

• Carbon nanotubes and derivatives CNT, SWCNT, MWCNT, Graphene quantum dots GQD, Hydrogel swimmers, 

Fractal graphene nanoantennas, Nanorouter or Nanocontrollers. CODEC or Nanointerface 

• Intra-Body Nano Network and the Sentient World Simulation 

• Bluetooth IP Addresses and Smartphone Gateways 

• WEF 4th industrial revolution / Transhumanism 

• Microsoft patent 060606  

• Social Credit Score Patent? US Patent US 2021/0082583 A1 

• Smart Cities, Smart Grids, 5G/6G, Starlink, and the IoT and the IoB 

• Transhuman Bluetooth Payments 

• The future that the Talmudic Satanic Khazarian Nephilim Bloodlines have planned for humanity 
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To Living Free 
and Thriving SOLUTIONS 

The Solutions section provides solutions to live free and thrive in this world. The sections include: Food resources, financial considerations, technology 

solutions, building local economies, and considerations for neutralizing the effects of the fake-vaccine.  

Food Resources 
Home Gardening PDF’s downloads from Freedom.social 

 

  Gardening 101 Lovat PDF 

Gardening for Beginners 101 

Container Gardening 

Seed-Germination-Introduction 

Growing Vegetables from Seed 

Raised Bed Gardening 

Garden Design Book 

Planting Guide 

                                                                                   Rooftop Gardens 

Growing Vegetables at Home QandA 

From the Ground Up Growing Vegetables at Home 

Vegetable Gardening Basics 

Farmers Guide to Home Gardening 

Greenhouse Manual 

Herb Gardening for Beginners 

20+ Gardening PDF Books for Free Download!  

  

Start or Join a Community Garden 
AMERICAN COMMUNITY GARDENING ASSOCIATION 

 

Tips for Joining or Starting a Community Garden in Your Neighborhood 

 

Set up a community garden 

Mother Nature wants YOU to Join a Community Garden 

Start ― or Join ― A Community Garden! 

 

https://freedom-social.s3.wasabisys.com/Gardening_101-Lovat.pdf
https://freedom-social.s3.wasabisys.com/Gardening_101-for-beginners.pdf
https://freedom-social.s3.wasabisys.com/Container%20Gardening.pdf
https://freedom-social.s3.wasabisys.com/Deno-Seed-Germination-Introduction-min.pdf
https://freedom-social.s3.wasabisys.com/GrowingVegetablesfromSeed.pdf
https://freedom-social.s3.wasabisys.com/RaisedBedGardening.pdf
https://freedom-social.s3.wasabisys.com/garden-design-book-ver-2.pdf
https://freedom-social.s3.wasabisys.com/planting-guide.pdf
https://freedom-social.s3.wasabisys.com/Rooftop_Gardens-author-Evergreen.pdf
https://freedom-social.s3.wasabisys.com/Growing-Vegitables-at-Home-QandA.pdf
https://freedom-social.s3.wasabisys.com/From%20Up%20from%20the%20Ground%20author%20Robin%20Mittenthal.pdf
https://freedom-social.s3.wasabisys.com/vegitable-gardening-basics.pdf
https://freedom-social.s3.wasabisys.com/Farmersguidetohomegardening.pdf
https://freedom-social.s3.wasabisys.com/greenhouse_manual.pdf
https://freedom-social.s3.wasabisys.com/herb-gardening-for-beginners.pdf
https://www.infobooks.org/free-pdf-books/trades/gardening/
https://www.communitygarden.org/
https://www.greenmatters.com/p/join-start-community-garden
https://www.rhs.org.uk/get-involved/community-gardening/resources/community-garden
https://www.gardeners.com/how-to/join-a-community-garden/8846.html
https://createthegood.aarp.org/volunteer-guides/community-garden.html
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www.LocalFoods.market has been developed for people who desire eat real food and for people who start home gardens and farmers to market and sell food 

via bartering, gold or silver, and decentralized digital currencies. The 1776 Token is featured and others can be added.  

Income opportunities exist for this who desire to live free and allow others to live free.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Food Resources 

http://www.localfoods.market/
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Food Resources continued 

After researching this section, all the work was already completed by Pete Kennedy of the Solari Report. This information is very well researched 

information published on www.CoreysDigs.com. I highly advise you all to take advantage of this section on locating food sources. Corey Lynn wrote the 

following article that all of you should read, it is accurate and this is the future the globalists have put in place for your food: NEW Controlled Food System 

is Already in Place and They Will Stop at Nothing to Accelerate Their Control  

 

Finding Sources of Fresh Food 

By Pete Kennedy, The Solari Report 

With the accelerating deterioration in quality and reliability of the conventional food supply, one of the best steps anyone can take for health and 

preparedness is to increase purchases of food produced by regenerative farmers and small-scale artisans. What follows is a summary of resources to 

help you find fresh food. 

Any search should start with the Weston A. Price Foundation (WAPF, www.westonaprice.org). WAPF is an international membership 501(c)(3) nonprofit 

dedicated to restoring nutrient-dense foods to the American diet through education, research, and activism. The foundation operates on a system of 

local chapters; there are around 320 chapters in the U.S. and close to another 75 internationally. It is the primary responsibility of each chapter leader to 

locate sources of real food for both WAPF members and non-members who ask. To find a WAPF chapter near you, go here.  

Every December, WAPF also publishes its Shopping Guide, a comprehensive listing of sources for 30 food categories, including meat, dairy, poultry, 

ferments, and other nutritious foods. (Members receive the guide for free; non-members can purchase the guide for $3.) With “Best,” “Good,” and “Avoid” 

rankings, the guide strives to identify the healthiest foods consumers can purchase in health food stores, supermarkets, and farms, including foods that 

can be ordered by phone or online. 

http://www.coreysdigs.com/
https://www.coreysdigs.com/global/new-controlled-food-system-is-now-in-place-and-they-will-stop-at-nothing-to-accelerate-their-control/
https://www.coreysdigs.com/global/new-controlled-food-system-is-now-in-place-and-they-will-stop-at-nothing-to-accelerate-their-control/
http://www.westonaprice.org/
https://www.westonaprice.org/find-nutrient-dense-foods/
https://secure.westonaprice.org/cvweb_weston/cgi-bin/utilities.dll/openpage?wrp=chapter_dir.htm
https://www.westonaprice.org/about-us/shopping-guide/
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I. Websites to Locate Regenerative Farms 

For those who don’t live near a WAPF chapter or who live in a food desert with few (if any) local sources of nutrient-dense foods, here are websites 

listing regenerative farmers that include those who ship their products: 

1. EatWild.com – Founded in 2001 to promote the benefits of eating meat, eggs, and dairy products from “100% grass-fed animals or other non-ruminant 

animals being fed their natural diets,” EatWild features a state-by-state-plus-Canada directory of local farmers who sell pasture-raised products direct to 

consumers. The website’s directory currently lists more than 1,400 pasture-based farms. 

2. LocalHarvest.org – Local Harvest’s website has a directory listing “over 40,000 family farms and farmers markets along with restaurants and grocery 

stores that feature local food.” Local Harvest has listings for local farms, community-supported agriculture (CSA) programs, farmers markets, restaurants, 

groceries, pick-your-own produce and farm stands. 

3. FarmMatch.com – The FarmMatch site connects consumers looking for nutrient-dense food with local farmers and buyers clubs selling food from local 

farms. Many of the producers on FarmMatch will also ship their products. 

4. RealMilk.com – This is the website for A Campaign for Real Milk, a project of the Weston A. Price Foundation to establish universal access to raw 

milk. All farmers and food buyers clubs listed on the site provide raw dairy products; many also sell meat, poultry, eggs, produce, and other foods. WAPF 

has both a national and international directory of producers. For an interactive map, go here. 

5. AzureStandard.com – Azure Standard markets the products of thousands of farmers and local businesses by providing a one-stop shop for people 

who have trouble finding organic, naturally produced foods locally. Azure delivers to drop points around most of the country and ships everywhere in the 

U.S. Go to azurestandard.com for more information. 

6. PolyfaceFarms.com – One farm that needs no help to successfully market its products is the world-famous Salatin family farm, Polyface Farm, located 

in southwest Virginia; the farm ships beef, pork, poultry, and other nutrient-dense foods across the country to customers ordering 

through polyfaceyum.com. 

http://eatwild.com/
http://eatwild.com/products/index.html
http://localharvest.org/
http://farmmatch.com/coreysdigs
http://realmilk.com/
https://www.realmilk.com/raw-milk-finder/
https://www.azurestandard.com/
https://www.polyfacefarms.com/
http://polyfaceyum.com/
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II. Listings by Certification Organizations 

For those interested in getting verification of standards that farmers adopt in raising livestock or growing produce, there are a number of certification 

organizations providing those services.  

Consumers looking for grass-fed meat and dairy from grass-fed animals can go to AmericanGrassfed.org, the website of the American Grassfed 

Association (AGA). For a list of AGA-certified farms, go here. AGA certifies farms as “grassfed” if the animals on the farm are: 

1. only fed grass and forage from weaning until harvest; 

2. never treated with antibiotics or added growth hormones; 

3. raised on pasture without confinement; and 

4. born and raised on American family farms. 

The influence of industrial agriculture has diluted the United States Department of Agriculture’s (USDA’s) organic standards, especially for foods like 

dairy where giant confined animal feeding operations (CAFOs)—whose cows rarely or ever are out on pasture—nevertheless obtain USDA organic 

certification. The RealOrganicProject.org (ROP) formed to add on requirements to the current USDA standards to restore the term “organic” to its original 

intent. ROP has certified 850 “real organic” farmers; to view the list, go here. 

Other certification organizations with listings for sources of wholesome foods include: 

AGreenerWorld.org, which has listings for a variety of certifications with a directory page by “types of outlets” and product categories; 

CertifiedHumane.org, which has a listing of retailers and producers of specific foods produced through humane farming practices; and 

Certified.NaturallyGrown.org (cngfarming.org), which has a listing by state of producers that avoid GMO feeds and “any synthetic fertilizers, herbicides, 

and pesticides” as inputs for their operations. Types of operations include produce, livestock, harvesting mushrooms, aquaponics, and honey 

beekeeping. CNG also publishes the Guide to Exceptional Markets to promote “food co-ops, grocers, and farmers markets” featuring CNG producers. 

http://americangrassfed.org/
https://www.americangrassfed.org/aga-membership/producer-members/
http://realorganicproject.org/
https://www.realorganicproject.org/rop-certified-farms/
http://agreenerworld.org/
https://agreenerworld.org/directory/
http://certifiedhumane.org/
https://certifiedhumane.org/whos-certified-2/
https://certified.naturallygrown.org/
http://cngfarming.org/
https://certified.naturallygrown.org/
https://www.cngfarming.org/guide_to_exceptional_markets
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III. More Local Connections 

A. Edible Communities 

Another network identifying sources of fresh food in over 90 cities via “independently owned, locally focused publications” is EdibleCommunities.com, 

which features stories on local farmers and food artisans. Restaurants and farmers markets are among the venues distributing free copies of Edible 

Communities magazines. Go here to see if a city you live in or near has an Edible. 

B. Intentional Communities 

An “intentional community” is defined as “a small, localized community of persons or families presuming common interests or values, and usually sharing 

responsibilities.” The website ic.org lists over 1,100 intentional communities with farms in the U.S. and internationally. Most of these communities allow 

visitors; a number of them such as Cobb Hill Farm in Hartland, Vermont, have a farm store where consumers can purchase nutritious produce, meat, 

dairy. and other foods. 

C. Community-Supported Agriculture 

Consumers can lock in a supply of farm-fresh food by subscribing to CSA programs. CSAs have been defined as a production and marketing model 

whereby consumers buy shares of a farm’s harvest in advance. The CSA model is mostly used for produce, but some CSAs offer meat, poultry products, 

eggs, or other foods, or some combination of produce and these other items. Under a produce CSA, subscribers prepay for a growing season to receive 

weekly distributions of produce; meat CSAs are often for a 6-month period, with winter and summer seasons for distribution to subscribers. There are 

also multi-farm CSAs. This business model helps farms by improving their cash flow and by having consumers share in the risk of anything going wrong 

with the harvest. The subscriber isn’t guaranteed a specific amount of food, only that the share will be in proportion to the subscriber’s membership 

interest in the harvest. You can find a list of CSAs in your area on the Local Harvest website. 

D. Farmers Markets and Farm Stores 

Aside from going to the farm, there are a number of other local venues where consumers can obtain farm foods as well as foods from local artisans, 

notably farmers markets. A good farmers market will have a broad array of producers selling quality meat, poultry, dairy, produce, ferments, and baked 

goods, among other foods. Farmers markets are booming in many areas of the country, and the National Farmers Market Directory (nfmd.org) maintains 

http://ediblecommunities.com/
https://www.ediblecommunities.com/edible-communities/find-your-edible/
https://www.thefreedictionary.com/Intentional+communities
https://www.ic.org/
http://localharvest.org/
http://nfmd.org/
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a U.S. listing online by state. State farmers market associations, state departments of agriculture websites, and your local agricultural extension agents 

are other sources of information about farmers markets.  

For farmers who don’t have the time or inclination to set up at a farmers market, a farm store variation is increasingly taking root. In Ann Arbor, Michigan, 

for example, local farmers and artisans stock the store shelves at the Argus Farm Stop (argusfarmstop.com) themselves and receive 75% of the sale 

proceeds. The owners at Argus have trained others around the country in adopting this promising model to increase small-farm revenues and access to 

quality locally produced food in what amounts to a year-round, all-day farmers market. 

E. Food Cooperatives 

Another venue where consumers can find farm-fresh products are food cooperatives. “A food co-op is essentially a grocery store that’s owned by the 

people that shop there. Members get to decide what foods and products are stocked on the shelves, where those items are purchased and what quality 

standards both products and vendors have to meet” [excerpt from tasteofhome.com/article/food.co-ops]. A national list of food co-ops is maintained 

by CoopDirectory.org. Before joining a co-op, do your due diligence to find out how much emphasis the co-op places on purchasing food from local 

farmers and artisans. 

F. Buyers Clubs 

Food buyers clubs distributing food direct from the farm usually have a less formal operation than food co-ops. Instead of a brick-and-mortar business 

where members own stock in the co-op, buyers clubs often work out of members’ houses and the members pay an annual fee to belong to the club. If 

you live near a Weston Price Chapter, ask your chapter leader if there are any food buyers clubs in your area. 

G. Food Hubs 

A final venue, for the purposes of this story, is the food hub. The USDA defines a “food hub” as “a business or organization that actively manages the 

aggregation, distribution and marketing of source-identified food products primarily from local and regional food producers to strengthen their ability to 

satisfy wholesale, retail and institutional demand.” Food hubs increase access and convenience for consumers wanting fresh food. There are currently 

around 300 food hubs in the U.S. A link to the USDA Food Hub Directory is posted at www.usdalocalfooddirectories.com.  

 

https://nfmd.org/browse/
http://www.argusfarmstop.com/
http://tasteofhome.com/article/food.co-ops
http://www.coopdirectory.org/
https://secure.westonaprice.org/cvweb_weston/cgi-bin/utilities.dll/openpage?wrp=chapter_dir.htm
https://www.ams.usda.gov/local-food-directories/foodhubs
https://www.ams.usda.gov/local-food-directories/foodhubs
http://www.usdalocalfooddirectories.com/
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ADDITIONAL SOURCES from www.CoreysDigs.com and www.Solari.com  

 
Homesteading Tips from John Moody + Upcoming Rogue Food Events!  

John will be teaching a 3-hour intensive on local food distribution, why most models fail, and how to build an alternative local food system.  

 

Seeds for Generations – heirloom seeds and helpful webinars 

Solari Food Risk Tracker 

Solari Food Resources 

 

Agorist Marketplaces 

www.Angorist.market Connecting Counter-Economy Buyers with Sellers 

www.LocalFoods.market – pay with gold, silver, bartering, fiat cash, or cryptocurrencies  

 

Financial Considerations 
• Collectively, we could consider stopping paying taxes 

• Live daily life and conduct commerce with Goldbacks 

• The 1776 Token and CTEAM Token were developed 5 years ago with a technological approach to circumvent the worldwide blockchain CBDC slave 

system. The 1776 and CTEAM Tokens can be used on www.LocalFoods.market and FreedomMarket and ChristianMarket  

CLAIM 100 FREE 1776 TOKENS by going to www.Freedom.social and claim 1000 FREE CTEAM by going to www.Christian.team  

• IMMEDIATELY get all fiat-based currency out of banks and invest in physical gold or silver or researched cryptocurrency stablecoins 

• Catherine Austin Fitts says pay with cash. Respectfully I disagree because fiat-based cash is a debt-based currency and will soon have zero value and 

will soon be gone. I say we must fight technology with technology and develop our own standardization and methodology process that all freedom-

minded people and businesses worldwide universally adopt, along with blockchain node-based decentralized marketplaces that cannot be shut down 

• Lode Digital Silver and Gold Intelligence. Protect your wealth and build a more honest economy. Lode restores physical gold and silver as money. 

This project is backed by David Morgan and has my support.  

 

http://www.coreysdigs.com/
http://www.solari.com/
https://www.coreysdigs.com/solutions/homesteading-tips-from-john-moody-upcoming-rogue-food-event/
https://seedsforgenerations.com/?ref=189
https://nts.solari.com/food-risk-tracker/
https://nts.solari.com/solari-food-resources/
http://www.angorist.market/
http://www.localfoods.market/
https://upma.org/how-to-order-gold
http://www.localfoods.market/
http://www.freedom.social/
http://www.christian.team/
http://www.freedom.social/
http://www.christian.team/
https://ag.lode.one/
https://lodetoken.com/
https://www.themorganreport.com/
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Technology 

• CRITICAL: Develop our own standardization approach, methodology, and payment process. A decentralized payments API that is universally utilized 

worldwide by businesses and peer-to-peer worldwide whereby any decentralized digital currency can be added and utilized  

• CRITICAL: Develop blockchain node-based decentralized marketplaces that cannot be shut down 

• CRITICAL: Go live with a 3rd generation blockchain internet solution, examples include Flux, Three Fold, Nexus, and other projects such as IPFS, 

Filecoin, Dweb, Theta, Helium, ChainLInk, Graft……… 

• CRITICAL: Stopping using a smartphone is so important on multiple levels 

 

Neutralizing the Effects of the Fake-Vaccine 
 

If you or a loved one, or a friend were tricked into taking the Transhuman death jab, it is very important that you neutralize the effects of the graphene oxide 

nanoparticles contained in the injections. 

In a future report, I will prove how the fake-vaccine jab transfers to the un-jabbed, if you have been around people who took the jab it is important for you to 

neutralize the effects of shedding from the jab. 

If you were forced to wear a mask, masks contain graphene.  

In my own experience, I get very ill when I am around the jabbed, speaking for myself only, do your research, after I am around the jabbed I take the following: 

Ivermectin, zinc, Quercetin, glutathione, NAC, and vitamin D3, and sometimes I will nebulize chlorine dioxide.  

Here are some articles to assist you in your research: 

 

• Dr. Carrie Madej - Super Immune System Detoxification Guidelines 

• Dr. Adrianna Love - Graphene Oxide Detox Protocols For The Vaxxed and Unvaxxed 

• Dr. Bill McGraw - Detox Aluminum & Graphene Oxide w/ Sarah Westall and this link 

• Graphene Oxide Detox Protocols For The Vaxxed & Unvaxxed 

• Canceling the Spike Protein, Blood Clotting with Ozone Therapy, and this Ozone Therapy link  

• Spike Protein Detox Guide 

• HOW TO REMOVE GRAPHENE OXIDE FROM THE BODY 

 

https://www.runonflux.io/
https://threefold.io/
http://www.nexus.io/
http://www.ipfs.io/
https://filecoin.io/
https://getdweb.net/
https://www.thetatoken.org/
http://www.helium.com/
http://www.chain.link/
http://www.thegraft.com/
https://www.ftwproject.com/uncategorized/graphene-oxide-5g-and-covid-presentation-and-notes-on-crazz-files/
https://www.ftwproject.com/uncategorized/graphene-oxide-5g-and-covid-presentation-and-notes-on-crazz-files/
https://americasfrontlinedoctors.org/2/action_alerts/identifying-post-vaccination-complications-their-causes-an-analysis-of-covid-19-patient-data/
https://www.naturalnews.com/2022-02-25-fully-vaccinated-shedding-graphene-infecting-unvaccinated.html
https://www.globalresearch.ca/face-masks-contain-graphene-a-poisonous-substance/5749855
https://andreaskalcker.com/en/cds-clo2/protocolos-cds.html
https://www.carriemadej.com/_files/ugd/05d5c4_4cf28373e2644cd8a6d99c68bef20800.pdf?index=true
https://ambassadorlove.wordpress.com/2021/08/24/graphene-oxide-detox-protocols-for-the-vaxxed-and-unvaxxed/
https://sarahwestall.com/take-notes-detox-aluminum-graphene-oxide-w-dr-bill-mcgraw/
https://sarahwestall.com/graphene-oxide-information-and-answers-for-detox-by-dr-bill-mcgraw/
https://www.thelibertybeacon.com/graphene-oxide-detox-protocols-for-the-vaxxed-unvaxxed/
https://sarahwestall.com/reversing-mrna-damage-canceling-the-spike-protein-blood-clotting-with-ozone-therapy/
http://orthomolecular.org/resources/omns/v17n24.shtml
https://worldcouncilforhealth.org/resources/spike-protein-detox-guide/
https://www.ftwproject.com/orgonite-blog/how-to-remove-graphene-oxide-from-the-body/

